Description of Kindle for Kids From Amazon Site
Kid Tested, Parent Approved
Set educational goals and manage content with easy-to-use parental controls. With Parent
Dashboard, you can adjust age filters, add books to your child's library, and view reading progress,
and more.
And because Kindle Kids Edition is designed only for reading, in Amazon Kids (FreeTime) kids do not
have access to the Internet or social media.
Take reading to the next level
Kindle Kids Edition includes tools to help young readers tackle more challenging books.
Vocabulary Builder: Words looked up in the built-in dictionary are automatically added to
Vocabulary Builder, which creates flash cards they can use to learn the definitions and usage of
words.
Word Wise: With Word Wise, available on many English language titles, short and simple definitions
automatically appear above difficult words so kids can keep reading with fewer interruptions. The
number of hints can be adjusted with a simple slider.
Take the story with you
With Audible, Kindle Kids Edition lets your child switch seamlessly between reading and listening via
Bluetooth-enabled speakers or headphones. With the included 1 year of Amazon Kids+, kids have
access to over 1,000 Audible books, including Beauty and the Beast and Peter Pan.
One subscription. Unlimited possibilities.
The same Amazon Kids+ subscription can be used on any compatible device, including Kindle
devices, Fire tablets, Fire TV, Echo, iOS and Android devices. The Amazon Kids+ content experience
will vary based on device. Kids can access over 20,000 kid-friendly books, educational apps, games,
movies, and TV shows.
Other Information
The 2-year worry-free guarantee includes coverage for anything that happens to your Kindle Kids
Edition. Just return it and Amazon will replace it.
And don't forget about the cover! Magnets ensure the cover closes securely, while the durable
exterior protects from scratches. It opens and closes just like a book to wake your Kindle or put it to
sleep. Plus, it's available in several colorful designs.

